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Abstract
Despite major advances in the understanding of the molecular mechanisms of thrombosis and the development of 

effective thrombolytic agents, arterial thrombosis remains a formidable clinical problem. A new class of direct thrombin 
inhibitors (aptamers), has been described recently. Aptamers, single-stranded oligonucleotides with a length of 30-60 
nucleotides, exhibit high affinity and specificity towards any defined recognition target (protein). Aptamers are antibody 
analogs in terms of both specificity and affinity, with an apparent advantage of the former to being reproduced by 
anautomated chemical synthesis. Aptamers are routinely selected by SELEX technology (Systematic Evolution of 
Ligands by Exponential enrichment), which is thoroughly discussed elsewhere. The DNA aptamers to thrombin have a 
very highly ordered tertiary structure (G-quadruplex). A great number of the DNA aptamers to thrombin with sophisticated 
structure have been designed and widely investigated as potential thrombin inhibitors using traditionalmedicine tests 
(TT, PT, APPT). In this manuscript we suggest the different structures of aptamers, based on RE31 structure, so-called 
G-quadruplex, which are bound to short and long duplex. The RE31 aptamer had being previously shown to have an
order of magnitude prolonged thrombintime in comparison to 15TBA aptamer. The purpose of the present study was to
investigate the trunked aptamers to thrombin structures by CD spectroscopy and estimate the stability of the thrombin
complexes with aptamers using electrophoresis in polyacrilamide gels. Our findings clearly show that both G-quadruplex
and duplex domains of RE31 as well as trunked aptamers are strong effectors of aptamer complex stability. Using a set
of oligonucleotide models derived from RE31 sequence, we have shown that the attached duplex domain of trunked
aptamers retains the antiparallel unimolecular G-quadruplex topology seen for 15TBA.
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Introduction
Despite major advances in understanding of the molecular 

mechanisms of thrombosis and developing effective thrombolytic 
agents, arterial thrombosis is still a serious challenge to theoretical and 
clinical medicine. In recent decades, new class of the direct thrombin 
inhibitors, based on nucleic acid aptamers, have been created [1]. 
Thrombin is a multifunctional serine proteinase of trypsin family that 
plays the key role in the hemostasis cascade. This enzyme initiates 
clotting by hydrolyzing fibrinogen and activating blood platelets. The 
dominant structural features of the thrombin include a) deep active site 
cleft, and b) two positively charged surfaces, referred to as exosites I 
and II. Exosite I is the fibrinogen-binding site, while exosite II is named 
the heparin binding site of thrombin. 

Thrombin overproduction, which may cause dangerous diseases, 
such as apoplexy and heart attack, is a growing interest in effective 
medicines against intravascular thrombus formation.

Aptamers, single-stranded oligonucleotides about 30-60 bases 
long, feature high affinity and specificity toward their target molecules 
(proteins). In this respect, aptamers are analogs of antibodies but their 
obvious advantage is that they can be synthesized by an automated 
method and selected from the resulting sequence pool using the 
SELEX technology (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential 
enrichment) [2-10].

The first DNA aptamer to thrombin was selected by Bock et al. [1]. 
These authors initially studied only the 15-mer sequence found in most 
clones, named 15TBA (thrombin binding aptamer). 15TBA sequence 
consists of two planar G-tetrads linked by T-G-T loop and two short 
T-T loops that take part in binding to exosite 1 of thrombin (according 
to X-ray data) [11]. A crucial role in determining structure, stability and 
biological properties of G- quadruplexes is played by K+ ion [12,13].

15TBA efficiently inhibits thrombin coagulation activity (in 
particular, doubles the thrombin time in human plasma) [1]. This 
finding stimulated interest in DNA aptamers, and subsequent research 
in many laboratories has resulted in selection of more effective 
aptamer-based thrombin inhibitors [4,14]. For instance, aptamer 
31TGT increases the clotting time from 19 sec (normal) to 108 sec [15]. 
These aptamers differ in molecular structure, but all of them contain 
the G-quadruplex sequence characteristic of 15TBA. According to 
NMR data and CD-spectroscopy, all antithrombin aptamers other 
than 15TBA (consisting of the G-quadruplex alone) contain additional 
complementary (duplex) nucleotide sequences attached to the ends of 
the quadruplex [5,16].

As a rule, the aptamers with more sophisticated structure have a 
highly ordered tertiary structure consisting of G-quadruplex domain 
with additional double-stranded (duplex) sequences attached to its 
ends. One of such aptamers, named RE31, has been proved to prolong 
thrombin time by an order of magnitude, compared to the results 
obtained with the 15TBA aptamer (consisting of G-quadruplex alone) 
[17,18].

Special studies using UV spectroscopy and thermodynamic 
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analysis have been performed to evaluate the effect of these duplexes 
on the stability of G-quadruplex [16].

To date, a large number of DNA aptamers to thrombin have been 
produced and evaluated for inhibitor activity using traditional tests for 
clotting times (TT, PT, APPT) [4,14,17,18].

Most studies on aptamer-based thrombin inhibition have been 
performed with the 15TBA aptamer, evaluating its effect in tests for 
clotting time. However, the process of aptamer–thrombin complex 
formation and stability of this complex have not been studied 
sufficiently.

We have created a new DNA aptamer, named RE31, consisting of 
the G-quadruplex (15 nucleotides) and a duplex domain (6 pairs of 
complementary nucleotides) linked together by 4 nucleotides [18]. This 
aptamer inhibits thrombin activity much more efficiently than 15TBA, 
increasing the clotting time to 250 sec (compared to 27 sec in case of 
the latter). These results clearly support the idea that the duplex domain 
takes part in forming the complex with thrombin. Several variants of 
RE31 with a truncated duplex domain have been synthesized and their 
structure has been evaluated by CD spectra analysis, but the role of this 
domain in RE31 binding to thrombin has not yet been clarified.

In our study, truncated variants of RE31 have been produced to 
assess their antithrombin activity. Their structure has been analyzed by 
CD spectroscopy and the stability of their complexes with thrombin has 
been evaluated using polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The results 
show that the truncated variants of RE31 are strong effector molecules 
that inhibit thrombin activity, but their complexes with thrombin differ 
in stability. Analyzing a set of oligonucleotide models, derived from the 
RE31 sequence, it has been found that the duplex domains attached to 
the G-quadruplex domain in truncated variants did not alter its initial 
topology characteristic of the 15TBA aptamer.

The purpose of this study was to analyze the structure of the 
truncated variants of the RE31 aptamer and their complexes with 
thrombin.

Materials and Methods
Experiments were performed using inorganic salts of reagent 

and chemically pure grades (Russia), agarose type IV (Sigma, United 
States), acrylamide, N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide (Serva, Germany), 
N,N,N’,N’-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) (BioRad, United 
States), ammonium persulfate (Reanal, Hungary), xylene cyanol, 
bromopheol blue (BDH, United States), SYBR Green (Helicon, 
Russia),glycerol (Serva, Germany), [γ-32Р]ATP (OOO Lima, Institute of 
Bioorganic Chemistry, Moscow), T4 polynucleotide kinase (Fermentas, 
Lithuania), human α-thrombin (Haematologic Technologies Inc., 
United States), and the following oligonucleotides synthesized by the 
phosphoramidite method (Sintol, Russia): 

   15-TBA:dGGTTGGTGTGGTTGG; 
   RE19:dTAGGTTGGTGTGGTTGGGG; 
   RE21:dGTAGGTTGGTGTGGTTGGGGC; 
   RE23:dCGTAGGTTGGTGTGGTTGGGGCG; 
   RE25:dACGTAGGTTGGTGTGGTTGGGGCGT; 
   RE27:dGACGTAGGTTGGTGTGGTTGGGGCGTC; 
   RE29:dTGACGTAGGTTGGTGTGGTTGGGGCGTCA; 
   RE31:dGTGACGTAGGTTGGTGTGGTTGGGGCGTCAC.

Radioactive DNA labeling

The oligonucleotides were labeled with 32P by the standard 
procedure, using [γ-32Р]-АТР [19]. The concentration of the isolated 

labeled aptamer was determined by measuring the optical density of 
the solution at 260 nm.

Preparation of aptamer–thrombin complexes

Oligonucleotide samples were heated at 100°C for 2 min, rapidly 
chilled on ice, and incubated with thrombin in 20 mM HEPES-KOH 
buffer, pH 7.2, containing 140 mM NaCl and 5 mM KCl (similar to the 
salt content of human blood). Incubation was performed at 4°С for no 
less than 60 min. The oligonucleotide concentration in each experiment 
was the same, while the thrombin concentration was varied in a wide 
range. The aptamer–protein complexes were separated from unbound 
components by nondenaturing electrophoresis in 8% PAAG in Tris-
borate buffer pH=8,2 at 10 mA and 6°C. Gels were stained with SYBR 
GREEN 1 fluorescent dye, and fluorescent and radioactively labeled 
complexes were detected in an FLA-3000 fluorescent image analyzer 
(FujiFilm, Japan). Images and numerical data were processed using 
programs GIMP, ImageJ, and OriginPro 8.1. 

Circular dichroism (CD) spectra analysis

CD spectroscopy of aptamers was performed with a modified Jobin-
Yvon Mark V dichrograph (France) connected to an IBM computer 
with the Graphwork program developed at the Belozersky Institute of 
Physico-Chemical Biology, Moscow State University. The CD spectra 
in a wavelength range of λ = 240–340 nm, at Δλ = 1 nm/sec, were 
recorded in a 1-cm cell at 25°C. The spectrum of the buffer without 
oligonucleotides was used as baseline. The result spectra were average 
from three measurements. Averaging was carried out using Graphwork 

program. The values of CD intensit À
cl

ε ∆
∆ = ecalculated into molar CD 

coefficients (Δε) by the equation , where ΔА is instrument reading; С is 
aptamer concentration, mole/L; and L is optical path length, cm.

Results and Discussion
Characteristics of the new antithrombin DNA aptamer RE31 were 

compared to those of 31-TBA, 15-TBA, and some other aptamers 

The structures include G-quadruplex pattern. The aptamer RE31 contains 
an additional duplex region, which is bounded to G-quadruplex with four 
nucleotides.

Figure 1: Proposed tertiary structures of the aptamers 15TBA (left) and RE31 
(right).
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(Figure 1). Any of them inhibited thrombin clotting activity in human 
plasma, as followed from prolongation of the Thrombin Time (TT), 
Prothrombin Time (PT), and activated Partial Thromboplastin Time 
(aPTT). Measurements of TT are made to determine the rate of fibrin 
clot formation catalyzed by exogenous thrombin, while PT and aPTT 
values characterize the rate of clot formation catalyzed by endogenous 
thrombin formed as a result of stimulation of the blood clotting system. 
The plasma coagulation cascades evaluated in the PT ad aPTT tests are 
triggered via the exogenous and endogenous pathways respectively. 
The inhibitory activity of RE31 proved to be higher than that of 31-
TBA: similar effects (prolongation of plasma clotting time) in all three 
tests were observed at lower concentrations of RE31 (Figure 2). In our 
previous experiments, 31-TBA showed a stronger inhibitory activity 
than the short 15-TBA aptamer consisting of G-quadruplex alone [17]. 
Hence, we decided to analyze the activity and stability of truncated 
RE31 variants (Figure 3).

By analogy with similar oligonucleotides [16], it could be assumed 
that the structure of these aptamers includes both G-quadruplex and 
complementary sequences that can form a duplex domain. Indeed, 
the CD spectra of all molecules included in analysis proved to have a 
distinct peak at 294 nm, which is characteristic of antiparallel G-tetrad 
structures; i.e., all of them contained the G-quadruplex domain (Figure 

4). To estimate its stability in different aptamers, their CD spectra 
were recorded at temperatures increasing from 5 to 70°C, at intervals 
of 5-7°C. The results provided evidence for gradual degradation of the 
G-quadruplex upon such heating. The CD values of positive maximums 
recorded at 294 nm were used as a basis for plotting melting curves 
of all DNA aptamers and calculating melting temperatures of their 
G-quadruplex domains (Table 1). 

As follows from Table 1, the attachment of additional oligonucleotide 
sequences to the G-quadruplex destabilizes its structure. On the other 
hand, the greater the number of complementary pairs formed by these 
sequences, the higher the stability of the G-quadruplex domain in a 
given aptamer. This domain is the least stable in aptamer RE25, where 
five pairs of nucleotides are attached to it. Three of them can form a 
duplex, but its stability is low. 

The question arose as to whether the stability of G-quadruplex 
structure could have an effect on the formation of aptamer–thrombin 
complexes. To answer it, the reaction mixtures were resolved by 
electrophoresis in 8% PAAG under nondenaturing conditions. Each 
experiment was performed in triplicate, and the formation of complexes 
with thrombin was recorded for every aptamer in the test series (Figure 
5). After computer processing of electrophoretic data and gel images, 
isotherms of aptamer–thrombin binding were plotted and linearized in 

Aptamers: RE31 (blue), 31TBA (yellow), RE25 (red), 15TBA (green) were added in the specified concentrations to human plasma, and thrombin time (A), prothrombin 
time (B), and aPTT (C) were recorded in the presence of human thrombin. The time of fibrin clot formation has been recorded in all tests. The results of 3-4 
reproducible experiments are presented. On the X axis is the aptamer concentration (μM), on the Y axis is the time (seconds). 

Figure 2: Effects of RE31, 31TBA, and other aptamers on human plasma clotting formation.
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RE31 RE29 RE27 RE25

RE23 RE21 RE19
All the structures contain G-quadruplex domain. The aptamer molecules differ with duplex region.

Figure 3: The proposed tertiary structures of the aptamers RE31, RE29, RE27, RE25, RE23, RE21, RE19 (left to right).

Figure 4: CD spectra of aptamers 15TBA, RE19, RE21, RE23, RE25, RE27, RE29, RE31 in a buffer, containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH=7,2; 5 mM KCl at 4°С. 15TBA 
– 4,9 µM; RE19 – 3,8 µM; RE21 – 3,4 µM; RE23 – 3,2 µM; RE25 – 2,9 µM; RE27 – 2,7 µM; RE29 – 2,5 µM; RE31 – 2,4 µM; 31TBA – 2,4 µM.
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Scatchard’s coordinates, and the appeared dissociation constants were 
calculated from the tangent and half-height of each plot.

Table 2 shows the appeared dissociation constants of all complexes 

obtained in this study. It is obvious that the affinity of aptamers to 
thrombin correlates with their thermostability. The dissociation 
constants increase (i.e., the affinity decreases) in the series from 15TBA 
to RE25 and then decrease again; i.e., the affinity to thrombin increases 
in the series RE27 < RE29 < RE31. Thus, aptamer RE31 is the most 
effective in binding thrombin.

Moreover, the affinity of aptamers to thrombin shows a direct 
correlation with the stability of their quadruplex domain: the more 
thermostable the quadruplex, the higher the affinity. Thus, aptamer 
RE25 is characterized by the lowest melting temperature of the 
G-quadruplex, and its complexes with thrombin have a very high 
dissociation constant (294.1 ± 32.8 nM), which is evidence for their 
extreme instability. On the other hand, aptamers RE27, RE29, and RE31 
form increasingly stable complexes, with the respective dissociation 
constants being 41.5 ± 2.1, 28.3 ± 3.5, and 7.2 ± 2.5 nM.

It appears that the presence of additional nucleotides (the duplex 
domain) markedly improves the affinity of aptamers to thrombin, with 
a 6-bp duplex sequence contributing to aptamer–thrombin binding, 
probably by providing additional contacts between these molecules.

The CD spectra of all aptamers have a characteristic peak at 294 
nm and share a common isosbestic point, which indicates that the 
mechanism of G-quadruplex binding to thrombin is the same in 
all cases. The height of this peak decreases in aptamers containing 
longer duplex domains, which may be evidence for loosening of the 
G-quadruplex structure; on the other hand, the presence of such a 
domain provides for better contact between the thrombin and aptamer 
molecules, which is reflected in TT and PT values. It may be concluded 
that the G-quadruplex is the functional unit in the aptamer–thrombin 
interaction, while the duplex domain of the aptamer aids in the 
“adjustment” of its conformation to that of the protein molecule. Our 
conclusion is supported by recent data of Russo Kraus et al. [20] that 
duplex-quadruplex motifs play a special structural role in thrombin 
binding by DNA aptamer [20]. In particular, these authors have shown 
that the overall shape of the molecule with such motifs allows both of 
them to interact with thrombin.
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